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Abstract 
First measnremcnts from the EMS experiment at Fermilab on the relative cross-sections of 480 

GeV/c utoons scattered from deuterium and xenon targets are presented. The scattered muons were 
in the kinematic range 4’ > O.l(GeV/c)l and very low asi (0.001 < a~, < 0.1). Triggering on 
events in this kinematic region was a~~compliahed with a special Small Angle Trigger which projected 
individual beam muons to form a YC;O region 30 metera from the target. Using this trigger, muons 
with scattered angles au small an 0.5 milliradiana were detected. 

1 Et365 at FNAL 

EM5 at FNAL is the highest energy muon deep inelastic scattering experiment in the world. This 
erperimecrt ww designed to provide physic8 information on a variety of topics, including: 

. Structure Functions and ratio of Structure Functions for nucleona and nuclei at low DB~. 

. Current jet fragmentation with identified hadrons. 

l Target jet fragmentation. 

. Event structure relative to the virtual photon r&a. 

. Exclusive vector meson production. 

The apparatus is shown in Figure 1 and includes the following features : 

l E, from 100 GeV to 600 GeV. 

l Open geometry with - 4~ hadron detection. 

. Two huge field volume superconducting dipole magnets. 

. Particle identification system including Time-of-Flight, two Threshold Cerenkov Counters, and 
a fling-Imaging Ccrenkov Counter. 

l Electromagnetic Calorimeter for neutral energy detection. 

. Streamer Chamber vertex detector for the target fragmentation region. 

. Independent scattered muon triggers based on minimum scattering angles of 0.5 mrad (Small 
Au& Trigger - SAT) and 3 mrad (Large Angle Trigger - LAT). 

. Targets : Xenon (6.5 g/cm’), Deuterium (16 g/cm’), Hydrogen (7 g/cm’). 

The first data-taking period for this new apparatus began in July 1987 and ended in February 1988. 
For more information on 111~ E665 spparatur, see reference [z]. 
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F lgnre 1: EMS Experimental Apparatus 

2 Deep Inelastic Scattering Kinematics 

Figure 2 shows the single virtual photon exchange Feynman diagram for muon-induced deep inelastic 
scattering. Included are the definitions and calculations of kinematical variablea applicable in this 
analysis. The calculation of Q’ indudes the mass of the muon since the sample of low ay is obtained 
a1 4’ down to 0.1 (GcV/c)‘. 

v=E-E’ 
Q2 = -4” = -(p _ ,‘)2 

= -21~; + ZEE’ - 2~f4p“~cos~ 
Y = vfE 

Figure 2: DIS Single y* Exchange Diagram 

The Feynman diagrams which represent radiative contributions to the muon vertex oforder a* are 
shown in Figure 3. The vacuum polarization and vertex correction diagrama are target independent 
and so do not contribute to the total correction in the ratio ofcross-sections. Howevex, the diyams 
corresponding to the brcmsstrahlung process contribute in 9 different ways. The coherent procas, 
in which the nucleus remains intact, and the quasi-elastic proccss, in which the nucleus breaks up 
into ita constituent nuclcons only, are strongly A dependent and, therefore, must be considered .w 
corrections in the ratio of cross-sections. The inelastic contribution, in which lhe nucleon breaks 
up, depends in part on the structure function of the target nucleon, and is, therefore, weakly A 
dependent. In a heavy target, such as xenon, the coherent and quasi-elastic contributions dominate 
the total radiative correction at y = v/E values greater than 0.5. 

T.le contribuliw OC the domiuant radiative processes has been estimated br two independent 
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Vacuum Polariaation Vertex Correction Brsmsmtrahlung 7 Radiation 

Figure 3: Radiative Corrections to Muon Vertex 

methods : 1) a radiative correction Monte Carlo program based on an exact calculation [3]; and 
2) use of the E666 electromagnetic calorimeter to eliminate radiative events from the deep inelastic 
scatlrred stunple. 

3 Event Sample - Kinematic Cuts 

The distribution of events in the SAT trigger sample is shown in Figure 4. Note the position in the 
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Figure 4: Log Q’ vs Log Y Distribution of SAT Xenon %rgct Events 

(2’ YII Y event plane of the deep inelastic scatters, the elastic scattered /A - e events at constant zBj, 
and the P - y bremsstrahlung events primarily at high Y and low Q’. The cuts used to define the 
current event sample arc 88 follows : Q’ > 0.1 (GeV/c)'; Y > 40 Get’; zsj > 0.001; y < 0.76; and 
are chosen to reduce the amonnt of electromagnetic background. In addition, a loose target position 
cut on lhr “l”O” verkx was made. 
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4 Corrections and Systematic Errors 

The data have been corrected for target acceptance, reconstruction efficiency of the scattered muon, 
empty target subtraction, and radiative event8 (unless the electromagnetic calorimeter WILY used to 
cut tlrae events). Radiative corrections represent the largest correction to the raw ratio (- 26% at 
ZIB~ = 0.001). Using the electromagnetic calorimeter, EBBS hae been able to cornpave the results 
of radiative corrections from the two methods mentioned above, showing that they rue con&tent 
wilhin statistical errors. The following table shows current eetimata of the systematic errore due 
to the above corrections ne well IU from beam normalization and target den&v. 

Summary of Syetematie Errore 
Sonree Estimate Source Estimate Source Estimate 
Beam Norm. 0.7 % 2.8 % 1.0 % 
Target ILaity 3.4 % 

Tri~igger Act. MT Target Sub. 
Radiative Con. 1.4 % p Rem”. 4.0 % 

5 Results 
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Figure 6 shows the ratio ox./cror M a function of a~,. The data show that the cross-section per 
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Figure 6: UA/QDI VI ZBj 

nucleon for muon scattering on Xc is suppressed relative to that for Da in the region 0.001 < aBj < 
0.1. Thie phenomena, called “shadowing”, has been seen in 7 - nucleus scattering at high energiee 
[4] 1u welt N in virtual photon scattering at low and high energies [6,6]. Recently, CERN experiment 
NA26 [6] has made measwements on carbon and calcium nuclei in much the eame kinematic region 
es in this analysir. In Figure 5, data from EBB5 xenon and NA26 calcium are shown with statistical 
error bars only, indicating agreement between the two results in the shadowing region, and showing 
that EBB6 extends the kinematical rauge studied by NA26. Note that the data are consistent with 
an estimated real photon point (0.6 for xcnun for A‘jl = 131°-e) [S]. 

la Figure 6, the Q’ variation of UX./UDDI for two ag, regiona is pmentcd with a comparison of 
NA26 calcium data. Once again, only statistical error bars are shown. The E666 data significantly 
extend the Q’ range, and show that there is no Q’ dependence of the cxx./o~a ratio. This behavior 
indicates that the shadowing phenomenon observed is not consistent with naive vector dominance, 
but rather with models which predict shadowing as a result of parton recombination in heavy nuclei 
at low zsj [‘7] or with generdised vector domirumce models [a]. 
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Figure 0: UJUDDI vs Q’ 

6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the following points can be made from this analysis : 

l Shadowing is *een in the ratio ox./a~:, IU a function of sgj. 

l The dependence ofrx,/uDz on Q’ ia flat, indicating that the observed shadowing is ofpartonic 
origin. This is observed over the Q' range ofO.l < Q’ <- JO(GeV/c)'. 
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